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I

am a walker.
Aside from
the fact that I
don’t have the
strength in my
legs to bike
or the cardio
fitness to run
I love walking
because I
see things
I wouldn’t
otherwise. For
example, as I
was walking
along Moro
Canyon one
morning
Western Tiger Swallowtail Butterfly
I stopped
(Papilio rutulus)
to observe
the feeding
behavior of seven Western Tiger Swallowtail butterflies (plus
one lone Red Admiral) who were sipping nectar from a Bull
Thistle. According to Kaitlin from the Crystal Cove Conservancy
who manages the monthly butterfly census: “In all of our data
counts from 2017 we see Western Tiger Swallowtails from
March-August and only on the riparian route along the Moro
Canyon Trail. On average we see about three per count (during
the time frame that they are present) and the most we’ve ever
seen on one count is seven.” So spotting seven on the same
plant at the same time is unusual and I was fortunate enough
to stumble upon this spectacle. These large colorful butterflies
are common around our parts during spring and into late
summer with the males cruising the canyons or hilltops for a
female to woo. When the male butterfly recognizes a female
of his own species, he quickly pursues her and begins the
rituals of courtship which may include a dance circling upward
into the sky or a delicate entwining on the ground. Once
they mate the female lays her eggs (100 or so) on the surface
of host plant leaves (including sycamores and willows) and
within 3-5 days the caterpillar will emerge (if they are lucky,
apparently only 2% is expected to survive to become healthy
adult butterflies mating to continue the cycle.) Western Tiger

Swallowtails are strikingly beautiful with impressive large
yellow and black wings, and spots of neon blue and orange
near the tail. And they aren’t always flying or nectaring when
we see these butterflies, sometimes they are “puddling” on the
ground drinking from the mud, and absorbing both water and
minerals. No matter what behavior they are engaged in, I love
seeing these lovely lepidoptera around the park.
Although it is nice to simply see our park fauna, it truly is much
more intriguing to observe them engaged in a behavior. While
hiking down Poles trail in the backcountry I came upon a pair
of Common Ravens who were “panting” or so it seemed. It
was hot and so I presumed they were trying to cool down,
like dogs do, but watching their mouths agape and their neck
muscles fluttering was
something I had
not seen before.
Turns out this
physical conduct
helps promote
heat loss and
is in fact
the
avian
version
of
Common Raven
(Corvus corax)
panting. Ravens
are commonly
spotted in the park as are California Quail of whom I
have seen countless lately in the back-country, around
the Environmental Study Loop, and on the bluff trail. The
thing about quail is that they travel in large family groups
or coveys and so you never see just one. They often appear
unexpectedly too as they are hidden deep in the brush and
then loudly burst forth to fly off when they are disturbed or
simply “on the move.” California Quail cluck, they call, and they
even shrilly shout “Chicago” when one quail is separated from
its group or mate, or when the extended family is preparing
to move. Seeing a covey of California Quail scratching at
the ground for seed, zipping forward in a feathered flurry,
or awkwardly flying with rapid wingbeats is a frequent treat
when I walk in the park.
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I have yet to see
this season, but
am on the prowl,
for a Tarantula.
According to
biologist Bob Allen,
California is home
to 18 species of
these LARGE hairy
spiders with three
species breeding
Tarantula

(Aphonopelma iodius)

in the summer and the
others looking for love
in the fall. If a tarantula
is seen in the park it is
most likely a male who
is emerged from his
underground burrow,
where tarantulas spend
most of their lives. Fall
A young Alex Bonnin lets a
is the season when
tarantula explore his arm
males head out hoping
to spread their genes
and have been known to roam up to four miles to attract a
receptive female. Apparently, males travel in groups since
traveling across canyon floors and open dusty trails can be
dangerous (both sexes are blind and can only detect light
and dark) so moving en masse is a defense mechanism of
sorts. Males can live 7-10 years until they reach maturity, but
once they mate, they are most likely goners. If they haven’t
been eaten by their partner, than they have a mere ½ year
of living left to do. After mating the female returns to her
silk-lined home to lay her eggs which she bundles into a
waterproof cocoon. Three months later, the egg sac will open
and 1000 eight-legged spiderlings will venture into the world.
Since a female can live between 25-30 years she has several
more chances at motherhood. Because producing eggs is
extremely energy-intensive though, a female tarantula won’t
mate for another three years. Sometimes tarantulas and other
spiders produce a nourishing liquid to feed their young and
sometimes they actually eat their offspring. And sometimes
well, the offspring eat their mothers in a process called
matriphagy, or mother-eating. Whoa.

There is always a lot going on behind the scenes at Crystal
Cove State Park that neither park visitors nor sometimes even
staff knows about. Many of these are science and research
projects that allow our Natural Resources Management team
to make operational decisions based on sound science. In
partnership with the Natural Communities Coalition and
Department of Fish and Wildlife (DFW) one of the new fall
projects involves the creation of vernal pools in four sites in
the backcountry. These “seasonal” pools will be able to hold
water for up to 80 days and are expected to improve the
habitat for the Western Spadefoot Toad, a state Species
of Greatest Conservation Need (deemed so by DFW.) The
goal of the project is to aid in the recovery of these toads by
increasing breeding and foraging opportunities and to restore
coastal sage scrub and cactus scrub habitat that they and
other species, including the Coastal Cactus Wren, rely upon.
California State Parks has had limited success in creating
artificial pools for the toads, and are hopeful that these
experimental ponds will capture and hold a large enough

Western Spadefoot Toad
(Spea hammondii)
Lana Nguyen

volume of water and for a long enough period of time so
that the entire breeding cycle of the toad (metamorphoses)
is successful. Why all the concern about this two inch
amphibian? Well, it’s already extinct across much of its historic
range in southern California due primarily to loss of breeding
habitat caused by urban and agricultural development.
Throw in drought, fires, and other challenging environmental
conditions and these little toads need all the help we can give
them.
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Another new project finds Crystal Cove State Park joining
forces with both REI and SHARE Mountain Bike Club to
distribute bike bells to park visitors. CCSP now joins three
Orange County Parks: Whiting Ranch, Laguna Coast Wilderness
Parks, and O’Neill Regional Park for this program aimed to
better alert hikers and other bikers traveling the trails in the
backcountry. The trails in all these parks have experienced a
significant increase in usage over the past years, especially
by mountain bikers and hikers. Since many of the trails are
multi-use (equestrians use the trails too) it is vital that bikers
announce their presence, especially on some of the narrower
paths. Over 7,000 bells have been distributed in the three
years since kicking off the local bike bell brigade, but users
can choose to keep the bells or return them to the designated
boxes. An Eagle Scout expertly constructed our boxes which
are strategically located at the trail head at No Dogs and
just before the bridge heading into Moro Canyon. Obviously
nobody wants to hear the bells ringing away while on the
trail, but nobody wants to be alarmed by an unexpected biker
either. Thus far the bike bell program has been positively
received and is hopefully a win-win for all trail users.
Even though much of the
flora has dried out around
the park, some large stalks
of Telegraph Weed or
Heterotheca grandiflora,
are still blooming. This tall
plant with the pretty yellow
daisy-like flowers and sticky
stems is found year round
all throughout the park, but
because there’s not a lot of
“flower power” shining these
Telegraph Weed
(Heterotheca grandiflora)
days, the bright yellow really
pops out. Telegraph Weed is
tall, bristly, and hairy, grows
upright to nearly four feet, and has lots of spiny toothed and
lobed leaves. It also has an aroma, some say that smells like
camphor, which I find strangely pleasant. Allegedly, Telegraph
Weed is so named because of its “similarity to a telegraph pole
or because it is often found in disturbed areas where telegraph
poles were installed.” Telegraph Weed is endemic to California
and a favorite for both bees and butterflies who love the
flowers.
Peter Bryant

The heat wave over the last few weeks was draining and the
Telegraph Weed and other plants are drying out in response.
The heat causes the plants to wilt as well as the people, and
so hordes keep visiting the park to cool off along the water’s
edge. On one Saturday I was monitoring a wedding at
cottage #13 and watched for hours as park visitors enjoyed
recreating in or near the water (air temperature a humid
85 degrees, and the water temperature an invigorating 72
degrees.) Like a fly on the wall I stood on the deck of cottage
#22 and noticed all the different activity happening on the
beach below including: A lil’ guy holding his parents hands
while jumping over waves, a college class walking the beach
on a geology tour, a paddleboarder, boogie boarder, and
swimmers. There were joggers, walkers, and even several
fishermen. There was a couple of guys throwing a football,
attendees to the wedding (dressed in long flowy dresses
with sleeves to the wrist which made me sweat just looking
at them,) and even one of our dedicated tidepool volunteers
patrolling the rocks. Further out to sea there were sail boats,
speed boats and a long distance swimmer. All of this was
happening within the boundaries of the coastal Historic
District and I watched it all somewhat enviously.
Crystal Cove Conservancy is proudly celebrating their
Twentieth Platinum Anniversary at the annual Soirée
fundraiser on Saturday, October 5, 2019. This year, The
Conservancy will be honoring Founder, Laura Davick, for
her tireless commitment to saving Crystal Cove 20 years
ago. Funds raised at the Soirée provide essential support
for The Conservancy to continue its mission to fund the
initiatives that will cultivate our planet’s next generation
of environmental stewards. This past school year, a record
number of 5,800 students participated in The Conservancy’s
educational programs, with 71% of those students coming
from underserved schools. Soirée individual tickets ($500) and
sponsorships are still available. For more information, please
visit www.crystalcove.org/soiree
You only need sit still long enough in some
attractive spot in the woods that all its inhabitants
may exhibit themselves to you by turns.
Henry David Thoreau
See you in the Park!

Winter

